16/03/2018 4:06:43 PM
Sent:
Submission Objecting to DA 2017/1294, 9 - 15 Lawrence Street, Freshwater
Subject:
Attachments: Submission - DA 2017 1294 - 9 to 15 Lawrence Street, Freshwater.pdf;
Dear Adam,
Please see submission attached on behalf of the owners at 18 Marmora Street.
Kind Regards
Michael Haynes
Director

Town Planners
Telephone: (02) 9986 2535
Facsimile: (02) 9986 3050
Mobile: 0408 663 971

From: Adam Mitchell <Adam.Mitchell@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au>
Sent: Wednesday, 14 March 2018 4:30 PM
To: Michael Haynes <michael@bbfplanners.com.au>
Cc: gordon russell <gordonmunich@live.com.au>; Steven Findlay
<Steven.Findlay@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: Re: Submission Objecting to DA 2017/1294, 9 - 15 Lawrence Street, Freshwater
Hi Michael,
That timeframe is acceptable.
Regards,
Adam Mitchell
Development Planner - 9942 2111
Northern Beaches Council
northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au
On 14 Mar 2018, at 4:26 pm, Michael Haynes <michael@bbfplanners.com.au> wrote:
Dear Adam,
We are instructed by several owners at 18 Marmora Street, Freshwater to make a
submission on their behalf in relation to the subject proposal. The notification period
ends today.

I wish to request a short extension of time. The draft submission is prepared, and the
land owners are currently reviewing it. We expect to be able to email this to you
before the week’s end.
Could you please confirm that this timeframe would be acceptable?
Kind Regards
Michael Haynes
Director
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Town Planners
Telephone: (02) 9986 2535
Facsimile: (02) 9986 3050
Mobile: 0408 663 971

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential. It may also be protected by legal privilege. It
is intended only for the stated addressee(s). If you receive this e-mail in error please inform the sender. If you
are not an addressee you must not disclose, copy, circulate nor use the information in it. Boston Blyth Fleming
Pty Limited makes no implied or express warranty that the integrity of the communication has been maintained.
The contents may contain computer viruses or errors or may have been interfered with during transmission.
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

Northern Beaches Council
PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING THIS EMAIL. This email and any materials contained or attached to it
("Contents") may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient contact the sender immediately, delete the
communication from your system and destroy any copies. The contents may also be subject to copyright. Any unauthorised copying,
disclosure or distribution of the contents is strictly prohibited. Any views expressed in the contents are those of the individual sender,
except where the sender specifically states them to be the views of Northern Beaches Council. Northern Beaches Council makes no
implied or express warranty that the integrity of this communication has been maintained. The contents may contain errors, computer
viruses or have been subject to interference in transmission. Northern Beaches Council. Northern Beaches Council
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16 March 2018

The General Manager
Northern Beaches Council
Via email

Dear Sir / Madam,

Submission Objecting to DA 2017/1294, 9 - 15 Lawrence Street, Freshwater
Concerned residents of “Kahana” residential apartment complex at 18 Marmora
Street, Freshwater
Several residents of the above complex have expressed concerns relating to the proposed
development directly adjoining their properties. A delegation of these owners has been
nominated to represent the interests of the complex by using 3 specific apartments as a sample
group of the impact of the proposed development. We are therefore instructed by 3 separate
apartment owners at 18 Marmora Street, Freshwater to make a submission on behalf of the
delegation in relation to the subject proposal; the apartment owners being: Marianne and Phillip
Roberts (Apartment 12); Debra Williams (Apartment 7); Lee and Gordon Russell (Apartment 17).
DA2017/1294 at No. 9-15 Lawrence Street, Freshwater proposes a substantial redevelopment
on the land involving the construction of a three-storey shop top housing development. The
proposed structure is adjacent to my client’s land and several valued north facing, private,
outdoor living spaces.
The following submission summarises my clients’ concerns. In its current form, in our opinion
the application should not be supported; it should be modified in response to the concerns
raised herein.

1

The proposed development

The proposal involves demolition of existing structures and redevelopment of the property
for:
▪ 23 residential units above ground floor retail;
▪ 46 car spaces (35 residential and 11 retail) on the ground floor;
▪ 410m2 of communal open space for the residents, located on the first-floor podium;
▪ 179m2 of retail floorspace on the ground floor; and
▪ A ground floor loading dock.

2

Characteristics of the property at 18 Marmora Street, Freshwater
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Key aspects of my clients’ property are noted as follows and depicted in images herein:
▪
▪

▪

▪

It is located adjacent, to the east, of the subject site. It is a residential development
containing 17 dwellings.
It was approved by Development Consent DA 2007/0856 on 3 April 2009, to which
modification approval was granted on 5 November 2014. It was approved as a development
comprising of basement car parking, seventeen (17) dwellings in two (2) residential flat
buildings and a detached dwelling. It also included subdivision into two (2) lots and staged
construction and occupation of the development and a three (3) storey retail/commercial
building at the front of the site. The residential development on the site was recently
completed and occupied from July 2017.
Upon the western side of the site are two architecturally designed, contemporary residential
flat buildings (northern building and southern building; see figure 2 below) separated by
landscaped central courtyards and common area, which supports indoor/outdoor living
within private garden settings. As a central amenity feature of the development, balconies
and terraces also present to this space.
Excellent levels of sunlight and privacy are currently afforded to these spaces and they are
highly valued in adding significantly to the current amenity enjoyed by the occupants of
these dwellings. The dwelling’s main living spaces adjoin these principal private open
spaces. These areas are my clients’ principal outdoor living spaces.
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18 Marmora Street
9-15 Lawrence
Street

Figure 1 – 9-15 Lawrence Street and 18 Marmora Street, Freshwater aerial view (courtesy of Six Maps)

3

Submission

3.1

Overview of Concerns

My clients’ have the following concerns in relation to the proposal:
▪ Concern: height and scale of the proposal as it presents to the western side of the property
at 18 Marmora Street; visual and solar impacts from the overall height and scale of the
proposed building and the proposed eastern boundary wall on key living areas within the
development on the western side of 18 Marmora Street.
▪ Concern: Privacy impacts on:
- the front and rear elevated terrace / balcony of Apartment 17 (owners- Lee and Gordon
Russell – figure 2 below) - upper floor, western side, northern building
- the turfed and landscaped courtyard and north facing deck of Apartment 12 (ownersMarianne and Phillip Rogers – figure 2 below) – ground floor, western side, southern
building
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▪
▪

- related impact to all apartments that adjoin the proposed development
Concern: potential amenity impacts in terms of noise and fumes relating to the location of
mechanical plant and ventilation systems at the roof top / podium levels.
Concern: potential amenity impacts in terms of noise relating to the location of the car
parking and delivery vehicular access (and garbage removal) directly adjacent to the
boundary.

These issues are summarised as follows.
Light well

Light well
Central
landscaped
courtyard
and
balconies
North Building

South Building

Figure 2 – western elevation of the 2 residential flat buildings and the location of the landscaped, central courtyard at 18
Marmora Street

3.2

Height, scale, visual and solar impact

Two key aspects of the proposal are of significant concern to my client’s, being:
▪ The long, high and blank wall proposed along the eastern edge of the site.
▪ The overall maximum height of the proposed building.
The concerns relating to these aspects are summarised below.
3.2.1
Height exceedance
The height limit is exceeded by the proposal. In relation to height, scale, and visual impact, the
clause 4.6 exceedance request accompanying the proposal states:
‘The proposal seeks a minor variation to the maximum height development
standard to accommodate lift overruns, skylight elements, plant equipment, and
the corners and edges of some sections of the proposed building, where they
penetrate the LEP height limit due to the slope of the site’.
In response, and as per Figure 11 below, the proposed building height exceedance occurs to the
building that adjoins the landscaped central courtyard of my client’s property. These areas
include:
▪ the landscaped central courtyard, which supports indoor/outdoor living and which 8
apartments front on to.
▪ key indoor / outdoor living spaces along the western side of 18 Marmora Street associated
with Apartment 12 – ground floor, western side (and other apartments)
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sunlight access to 2 light wells, 1 each located on the western side of the development
(Buildings A and B – see figure 2) within the development at 18 Marmora Street
We further note that:
▪ The site topography predominantly slopes from south to north, the proposed building design
does not adequately step in response; it maintains floor levels that result in excessive
height.
▪ The section of the proposed building that exceeds the height limit, is adjacent to Apartment
17 (along with other apartments in that building) within the upper level of 18 Marmora
Street. The additional height has the potential to increase the privacy impacts of the
proposal (addressed further within section 3.3 below).
▪ The recent redevelopment of 18 Marmora Street under DA 2007/0856 resulted in a 3storey development that was compliant with the building height limit. Given that the
topographical conditions of the site/ location are similar to the western edge of 18 Marmora
Street, and in light of the impacts that that would result from the proposal, my client’s see
no reasonable justification for the height and building separation exceedances proposed.
The implications of the above are addressed in section 3.2.5 below.
▪

3.2.2
Long, high and blank wall proposed along the eastern boundary
The long, high and blank wall proposed along the eastern edge of the site presents a significant
concern to my client’s and their properties.
The wall appears to range in height from approximately 7.2 to 9.4m were it adjoins the Southern
Building and the landscaped central courtyard within 18 Marmora Street. It then steps-up to be
approx. 12.48m where it adjoins Building A at the northern end of the site.
In response to these issues my clients’ have significant concerns in relation to:
▪
▪

the visual impact of the proposal as it presents to the western side of their property and
their valued landscaped central courtyard
unnecessary impact on solar access arising from the height and position of the proposed
western boundary wall.

Figure 2 – a long, high and blank wall is proposed along the eastern boundary of the site ranging in height from 7.2m to 12.48m.
(image: excerpt of east elevation diagram)

3.2.3
Height and building separation
State Environmental Planning Policy No 65—Design Quality of Residential Apartment
Development and the Apartment Design Guide (ADG) are applicable to the proposed.
In relation to height and the subsequent building separation requirements under Section 2F of
the ADG, for a building up to four storeys (or approximately 12m in height): 12m separation
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between habitable rooms/balconies is required. Furthermore, the 12m separation is measured
from the external edges of the opposing balconies.
Relevant to my clients’ concerns, the proposed building provides the following eastern side
boundary setbacks:
▪

6m to the proposed east facing balconies within ‘Building B’

▪

0m for the eastern boundary wall that ranges in height up to approx. 9.4m where it adjoins
the central courtyards at 18 Marmora Street and up to 12.48m where it adjoins Building A
at the northern end of the site.

The proposed height and separation of the proposal would adversely impact the central
courtyard and outdoor living spaces as well as the vertical glazing (light wells) within the western
elevations of both the northern and southern buildings.
The objectives and requirements of Section 2F, and the manner in which the proposal responds,
appears not to have been addressed in the documentation accompanying the application.
In our opinion, the proposal does not comply with the requirements, nor satisfy the objectives of
Section 2F or the ADG.
3.2.4

Visual appearance

My clients are concerned about the visual appearance of the proposal when viewed from their
property at 18 Marmora Street (the east).
The eastern elevation depicted in figure 2 shows a blank wall below the uppermost level. A
blank wall of approximately 7.2 to 9.4m (Building B) and up to 12.48m (Building C) in height
with a zero-boundary setback. Such a wall would have significant, unacceptable, and
unnecessary amenity impacts on the development at 18 Marmora Street.
3.2.5

Solar impact

My clients are concerned about the solar impact of the proposal on their property at 18
Marmora Street (to the east).
As noted above, the eastern elevation depicted in figure 2 shows a blank wall below the
uppermost level. A blank wall of approximately 7.2 to 9.4m (Building B) and up to 12.48m
(Building C) in height with a zero-boundary setback. Such a wall would have significant, and in
our opinion, unnecessary solar amenity and shading impacts on key elements of the
development at 18 Marmora Street. These elements include:
▪

Apartment 7 and the apartments on the first and second floor levels above. They would be
adjoined by a 12.48m high blank wall (RL 29.050 at parapet to existing ground level RL
16.570 adjoining the boundary);

▪

The central courtyard and outdoor living spaces between the northern and southern
buildings;

▪

the vertical glazing (light wells) within the western elevations of both the northern and
southern buildings.
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There are considered to be opportunities for a more sensitive that achieves a development
outcome on the property that has a reduced impact on these established and valued
development features.
3.2.6
Summary - Height, scale, visual and solar impact
As a result of the above aspects of the proposal, my clients’ have the following concerns:
▪ The proposal exceeds the permitted height limit and is of a character that exceeds their
expectations for what the scale of a redevelopment on the site. The additional height and
minimal setbacks proposed results in an increased visual scale and impact when viewed
from key outdoor living spaces along the western side of 18 Marmora Street.
▪ The objectives and requirements of Section 2F of the ADG are not satisfied or addressed by
the proposal. The separation proposed would result in significant amenity impacts, notably
on the privacy of key principal private recreational spaces; visual impact of the proposal as it
presents to the western side of the property and the valued landscaped central courtyard;
unnecessary impact on solar access arising from the height and position of the proposed
western boundary wall. It is our assessment that a more considered design could avoid
these impacts.
▪ The building height and separation proposed would result in unnecessary and unacceptable
amenity impacts, including:
- visual impact to the western side of their property and their valued landscaped central
courtyards
- unnecessary impact on solar access arising from the height and position of the
proposed western boundary wall
- unnecessary privacy impacts.
▪ In response to the above issues my clients’ request that:
- These concerns be closely considered in council’s assessment of the application.
- Design alternatives be considered to avoid / eliminate the potential for these impacts.
- The design be amended to avoid / eliminate the potential for these impacts on these
valued spaces.

3.3

Privacy

In relation to privacy, the SEE accompanying the proposal states:
‘The proposed design also ensures that privacy is maintained for residents of both
the proposal and those of the adjoining residential flat buildings at 18 Marmora
Street, namely those residential flat buildings known as ‘Building B’ (located in
the southern section of the site) and ‘Building C’ (the northernmost building on
the site). The design of 18 Marmora Street directs views from within their
apartments to the north, south, and to central courtyards within the buildings,
away from the proposed development (as shown in Figure 34). As can also be
seen in the same figure, the interaction of 18 Marmora Street with the subject
site consists primarily of a blank party wall’.
In our assessment the proposal would result in adverse privacy impacts on my client’s property.
The following aspects of the proposal are noted:
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▪

▪

▪

▪

Whilst the design of 18 Marmora Street directs views from within the apartments to the
north, south, and to central courtyards there are principal private open spaces (terraces,
decks, gardens, landscaped courtyards) that are adjacent to the proposed development.
‘Building B’ proposes 7 apartments that are orientated to the east and have east facing
balconies. These east-facing balconies are 6m from by client’s balconies and the
landscaped central courtyards within 18 Marmora Street. This separation distance is less
than 12m (the minimum distance recommended between habitable spaces under Section
2F of the ADG). There would be a direct line of site from these proposed east facing
apartments to my clients’ property.
The proposed east facing balconies would be approximately 6m from the balcony and
principal private open spaces of Apartment 12 (ground floor) and Apartment 17 (upper level,
RL 23.6) being the closest and worst affected of this sample group, Other apartments facing
the central courtyard would also be adversely impacted. My clients’ main living spaces
adjoin these private open spaces. These areas are my clients’ principal outdoor living
spaces.
Inadequate provision is made within the proposal to address these privacy issues.

Communal open space
▪ The DA states that the proposal provides 410m2 of communal open space for the residents,
located on the first-floor podium; a proportion of which is along the eastern side adjacent to
18 Marmora Street.
▪ The proposed landscape podium is at RL 24.00, separated by a narrow landscape strip from
the common side boundary between the properties and the highly valued balconies and
central landscaped courtyard spaces within 18 Marmora Street.
▪ The landscape plan shows that the landscape podium has bench seating along this edge for
the congregation of residents.
▪ The height and proximity of this proposed communal open space to my client’s property is
considered inappropriate and would likely have adverse amenity impacts.
In response to the above issues my clients request that:
▪ These concerns be closely considered in council’s assessment of the application
▪ Design alternatives be considered
▪ The design be amended to achieve an improved privacy outcome that avoids direct visual
impacts on these valued spaces.

3.4

Mechanical Plant at the roof top / podium levels

My clients are concerned about the potential amenity impacts arising from the noise and fumes
relating to the location of mechanical plant and ventilation exhaust systems, which it is
anticipated, would likely be located at the roof top level.
It is anticipated that such systems (as a minimum) will be needed in relation to the car parking
level and potential retail shops. In this regard it is noted that:
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▪

▪
▪

4

The proposed landscape podium is at RL 24.00 with minimal separation from the common
side boundary between the properties and the highly valued living spaces within 18
Marmora Street.
The plans lack any detail in relation to these development features.
My clients request that:
- additional information be provided to clarify this important amenity related aspect of the
proposal
- should the application be approved, conditions be imposed to restrict the location of
such mechanical plant and ventilation exhaust systems be positioned away from the
common boundary between the properties and suitable attenuation be provided.

Summary

My clients’ property is an architectural designed, contemporary residential flat building with
thoughtfully integrated landscaped central courtyard. The building design supports
indoor/outdoor living within private courtyard and garden settings. Excellent levels of sunlight
and privacy are currently afforded to these spaces and they are highly valued in adding
significantly to the current amenity enjoyed by the occupants of these dwellings. The dwelling’s
main living spaces adjoin these principal private open spaces. These areas are my clients’
principal outdoor living spaces.
In summary, my clients’ have significant concerns in relation to:
the proposal’s potential to impact on the privacy of key principal private recreational spaces
the visual impact of the proposal as it presents to the western side of the property
unnecessary impact on solar access arising from the height and position of the proposed
western boundary wall
▪ potential impact of vehicles directly adjacent to the western side of the property.
My clients respect the proponent’s opportunity to redevelop their property. They understand and
accept that a 3-storey apartment style development will be built on the subject site. However,
they are not accepting of the level of impact that the proposed design would have. In our opinion
there are design alternatives available to address the concerns that have been identified. In our
opinion, in its current form, the application is inappropriate and should not be supported by
Council.
▪
▪
▪

We request these matters be closely considered in the assessment of the proposed
development.

5

Conclusion

My clients would welcome the opportunity to meet with Council’s planner and the applicants on
site to discuss the proposal and the impacts it will have on their property.
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My clients appreciate the opportunity to review the proposal and outline the above concerns.
Please do not hesitate to contact the land owner’s representative/’point of contact’, Gordon
Russell Apartment 17, on gordonmunich@live.com.au or 0428 294 137 if you wish to discuss
any aspect of the above.
Yours sincerely,

Michael Haynes
Director - BBF Town Planners
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Appendix 1 – images
Apartment 7

Apartment 17

Apartment 12

Figure 3 – The development at 18 Marmora Street

Apartment 17

Apartment 12

Figure 4 – North elevation of middle building apartments 12 and 17
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Building A

Building B

Figure 5 – western elevation of 18 Marmora and the key areas of potential impact

Figure 6 – the proposed podium level communal space and balconies located within Building B at levels 1 and 2 are
orientated towards, and in close proximity to established principal private open spaces within 18 Marmora Street (image:
excerpt of height exccedance diagram)
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Figure 7 – looking west from the balcony of apartment 17 at 18 Marmora Street

Figure 8 – balcony of Apartment 17 at 18 Marmora Street
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Figure 9 – principal private open space apartment 12 / 18 Marmora Street comprising balcony, turfed and landscaped
garden

Figure 10 – turfed and landscaped garden within the central courtyard and the principal private open space apartment 12 /
18 Marmora Street
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Figure 11 – the eastern elevation lacks details about the proposed building finishes and its presentation to the development
at 18 Marmora Street. This section of the proposed building also exceeds the height limit, potentially increasing the visual
shading and privacy impacts of the proposal. (image: excerpt of east elevation diagram)
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